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“Specimen of Good-byes” series 2004-2011
 Gelatin Silver Print (15.5in. x 24in.)/ Pigment Ink on Canvas with Acrylic Finish (36in. x 53in.)  The series is a 
 conceptual presentation of absence of beings. Ones are laying on the ground looking slightly off from the photographer. 



“Specimen of Good-bye” series   Sherry - above,    Kodai - bottom,   2011 

Pigment Ink on Canvas with Clear Acrylic Paint(36in. x 53in.)



Specimen of Good-byes (Sayonara no Oshibana) series is a conceptual presentation of 
absences of beings.  Photography usually be able to represent one’ s presence but absence. 

 An image of empty space can only represent it’ s emptyness but specific being’ s disappearance.  

In this series of portraits, the gazes of one in a photo are fixed permanently slightly off from viewers.

Attentions and reactions make us be aware of  our presences. 

With fixed ignorance, photography is able to talk about our one’ s disapearance. 

The series represents confrontations to our disapearance.

i met you
and i say good-bye to your face

 
bye

take care
see you tomorrow

 
someday, you will be gone

i may not be able to ascertain your disappearance
i even have to leave my absence to someone

 
all i know

will be your face 
on the day we met 

“Hirotaka” 2004 gelatin silver print



Neburas and Clusters  Series
pigment ink on paper 31in. x 19 in.



Sphere Shell Sky Series    untitled 1 (above),  untitled 5 (below)
pigment ink on canvas  with acrylic gloss-polymer finish  35in. x 53in.



Sphere Shell Sky series untitled 2 (above), untitled 4 (below)
2011 pigment ink on canvas with acrylic gloss-polymer finish 35in. x 53in.



How can you physically capture a concept in a photograph?
In the “Sphere Shell Sky” series,  I photographed subject's head with the background scene
addressing the physical location of one's thought and concept in the photograph.
The unfocused scene in front of the person implies and makes you wonder the whole universe 
for the one is in this sphere shell..



Dialogues on Your Absence 
2009       Sound Installation　 　　
vinyl pipes, sound system, sound effect equipment, mic, speaker, cables, 
school chairs, school desk

Only someone else can talk about one’ s absence.　

Wispers of 30 persons tell you about someone they care sinsererly through the 6 separated pipes.
Words are spoken like water drops falling slowly from those faucets.  They sometimes speak eloquently, and remain silence for a
long time. Only someone else can talk about one’ s absence.  We leave our absence to others.    
School desk and chair in the center of installation simbolize “absentees”. A book is on the top of the desk that shows pages with 
sentences lacking most of the contents. It looks like a textbook with full of asterisks.  The unreadable words are covered with 
audio magnetic tapes.  A microphone and a tape head are mounted on the desk. They suggest audience that they can express 
their presences.  It is up to the audience if they want to affect someone’ s absence or just listen to those words about someone’ s 
absence.  
I think you may want to say that a work of art is someone else which talks about “absence of the artist”





Umbilical Sites  Series   “Megumi” (above), “Ayumi” (below)
pigment ink on canvas  with acrylic gloss-polymer finish  35in. x 49in.



Cartography of Relations

 



 Series

1998 Gelatin Silver Print  19in. x 19in.

 What am I?

 What I am would depend on the surrounding various structures.  We belong to those structures without even thinking 

about them.  Organizations, Occupations Races, Genders,  The country of Japan, And the familiar and fundamental 

structures that support those concepts  Home, Blood, FamilyWhat would be the basis to support various groups of 

people coming together?  Are these given structures what we think they are, so undoubted and definite?

  I, Ko Yamada, and Robb King, living in Japan,  Two of us with no “givens”  feel and think and create things together

 with each other’ s independent purpose and position.  Family as a project, A Collaborative Family

Couldn't this be considered a certain state of "family”



Fundamental Fragments   Inu (top), Yubiningyo (bottom left), Kaji (bottom Right)



Reflected Identity 



Memories of Records  (Director of the Exhibition & Artist),  Two Faces of Forum Press (Top), Room of Myself (bottom)
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"Berliner Naruheso Weltzeitung" 
is a newspaper project which is 
designed to make participants 
e x p e r i e n c e  a n d  u n d e r s t a n d  
structure and meaning of urban 
development through the process 
of newspaper redesign.

A layout of newspapers are often 
chaotic and similar to an urban 
layout. Cartoons might be next to an 
article about economical crisis which 
could be on the top of an automobile 
ad on a newspaper.  It is similar to 
that a sausage shop could be next to a 
fitness gym on the top of a car dealer 
in a city.

 No.0 issue is designed to describe 
the whole idea about the project and 
have a look of old Berlin newspapers.  
We consider the layout of the No.0 
issue as the layout of old Berlin.  
Participants would redesign the look 
of the newspaper to create a new look 
of the city. However, they have to 
deal with existing articles one by one 
as you have to deal with private 
houses  and  shops  and  o f f i c i a l  
buildings one by one when you 
physically change the design of a 
city.   As you have to tear down 
buildings to have empty lots for new 
buildings, you have to physically cut 
out an article one by one and make 
the next issue with the empty lot 

before you start writing a new article 
for the issue after next.

You do not usually regard such 
t empora ry  space  a s  impor t an t  
elements of town.  However, they are 
indispensable for a city to be reborn.  
To write new articles, the participants 
will  act and work as newspaper 
reporters of our workshop company.  
They are going to interview variety 
of people about  impressive important 
memories at their old houses which 
do not exist anymore.   

We can imagine and build the future 
of the city by applying the salvaged 
memories of the people from the past. 

The project was performed 
at DMY International Design
Festival 2011 in Berlin as a 
workshop to make audience 
experience the art project.



“Berliner Naruheso Weltzeitung” 2011 Newspaper Project as a simulation of urban development in Berlin



“Family of Family” Acrylic Case 35.5in. x 53.3in.,  Japanese family name stamps, stamp paste, a sound unit    
The work is a playable installation.  The Japanese flag object which is made of 8000-9000 Japanese family name stamps. Family
name stamps are considered as one’ s signatures in Japan. The red circle part is made of Japanese classic stamp ink paste. 
Underneath of the case, a hidden sound unit read out those family names like some teachers are taking attendance. You can play 
with the stamps by chosing and stamping those family names in one house.  You can imagine how fun it is if all of you like live 
together as a family. You can also draw or stamp new houses by yourself.  You create a new family consist of families.   After you 
united families in a house, you post the house on the wall to make a big city.  Family is not only blood tied. That makes us be glad.



Sound Performance Projects

                                                                           

Gakki Koji (Instruments Construction)

No-Go-Aria

Phono-Electus and appendix

Phono-Electus I organized several leader units for sound 
performance projects.   For all units, I created
original sound instruments as my art works.
For Phono-Electus and appendix, we created 
suits made of magnetic tapes that have recorded 
conversation.  We installed tape heads on our 
fingers and rubbed each other to play back the 
broken conversation during the performance.
For No-Go-Aria, I came up with a tube instrument
which makes controlled howling noise in the tube.
I am interested in how you can generate sounds, 
rather than constructing convensional instruments. 
Performances were done with poet, sculptor, 
digital artist in a manner of improvisation.
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17. “Berliner Naruheso Weltzeitung” conceptual newspaper project 2011
documentation of project and project description
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